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At age fourteen, Donald Friend declared: 'Have done quite a lot of painting lately, and have made up my mind that I shall be an artist. And I
shall be famous!' Friend achieved his aim. He also left behind more than two million words of brilliant, intimate diary entries—one of the
greatest acts of autobiography in Australian history. This is the first single-volume selection of these writings and includes material from the
two 'lost' wartime diaries recently unearthed in America by Ian Britain, along with handsome sketches by Friend. Everyone is here: Russell
Drysdale, Margaret Olley, Jeffrey Smart, Robert Helpmann, Barry Humphries and Robert Hughes, Mick Jagger and Gore Vidal. Friend's frank
and often acerbic reflections trace his career, acquaintances and love affairs—in Australia, England, Italy, Nigeria, Sri Lanka, Bali—as well as
many of the notable characters and events of the twentieth century. Most of all, the diaries attest to his ceaseless desire to understand and
master his art. 'Neither love, food, writing, money or music, nor flattery nor sincere admiration nor the company of friends (all the things I am
most partial to),' Friend wrote, 'could seduce me from my painting.' Reworked into a chronological narrative, and supplemented by material
from correspondence and interviews, The Donald Friend Diaries reveal an extraordinary Australian life.
Two portraits flank the doors leading into Canada's House of Commons: those of Sir Robert Borden and William Lyon Mackenzie King. But it
is the plaques that are of particular interest. Borden's caption reads: "World War I War Leader, 1914-1918," and King's caption is similar:
"World War II War Leader, 1939-1945." No other dates are given. Defining Borden by his wartime leadership makes sense, since he did little
of note before the war, but it does not ring true for King, Canada's longest-serving prime minister. Yet for both, world wars shaped their
careers and legacies. They ushered in massive government changes: income tax, health care, and conscription; changes to society through
industrialization, enfranchisement, and patriotic unpaid labour; and they raised enormous armed forces from a civilian base. " Warlords " is a
fast-paced narrative that humanizes the war effort through the eyes of these prime ministers. By creating this unique double portrait, the
multiple-award-winning Tim Cook describes the challenges faced by two politicians in extreme circumstances and offers an invaluable
perspective of war and war leaders.
A new biography of Lewis Carroll, just in time for the release of Tim Burton's all-star Alice in Wonderland Lewis Carroll was brilliant, secretive
and self contradictory. He reveled in double meanings and puzzles, in his fiction and his life. Jenny Woolf's The Mystery of Lewis Carroll
shines a new light on the creator of Alice In Wonderland and brings to life this fascinating, but sometimes exasperating human being whom
some have tried to hide. Using rarely-seen and recently discovered sources, such as Carroll's accounts ledger and unpublished
correspondence with the "real" Alice's family, Woolf sets Lewis Carroll firmly in the context of the English Victorian age and answers many
intriguing questions about the man who wrote the Alice books, such as: • Was it Alice or her older sister that caused him to break with the
Liddell family? • How true is the gossip about pedophilia and certain adult women that followed him? • How true is the "romantic secret"
which many think ruined Carroll's personal life? • Who caused Carroll major financial trouble and why did Carroll successfully conceal that
person's identity and actions? Woolf answers these and other questions to bring readers yet another look at one of the most elusive English
writers the world has known.
What stops you performing at your best? Your ego. Your ego is your natural defence system, triggered when strong emotions such as anxiety
and fear sweep through you. When you're doing something important - preparing for an exam, taking a driving test, speaking in public,
making a business presentation, or striving to improve your performance in sport - your ego is sure to interfere. By enabling you to
understand your underlying motivations and anxieties, DETOX YOUR EGO helps you improve the way you go about achieving those goals.
DETOX YOUR EGO takes you on a journey of self-discovery, a process that enables youto master your own ego in order to increase your
health, happiness and purpose. Psychologist Steven Sylvester's inspiring and ground-breaking approach focuses on a brand new approach
to winning. In DETOX YOUR EGO, Sylvester shares for the very first time the seven easy steps to be freer, happier and more successful in
your life. DETOX YOUR EGO liberates you to be the best that you can be.
The Canadian Oxford School Atlas marks its 50th anniversary with the publication of the 9th edition. The most authoritative and widely used
Canadian atlas in all provinces and territories incorporates the 2006 Canadian Census statistics together with new content, including remote
sensing, climate change, and an overall increase in satellite imagery. Free Online Teacher's Resource! Register at a
href="http://www.oupcanada.com/schoolatlas/"http://www.oupcanada.com/schoolatlas//a.* Alberta Teachers: Please visit a href=
"http://www.lrc.education.gov.ab.ca/pro/gen/rescats.htm" Learning Resources Centre/a for pricing info.
Mao's China and the Cold WarUniv of North Carolina Press

The author, relating statistics about Maori health, economic status, educational achievement and criminal conviction,
pleads for the survival of the Maori as a nation.
Since the first implementation by Electricité de France on the Goulours dam (France) in 2006, the Piano Key Weir has
become a more and more applied solution to increase the discharge capacity of existing spillways. In parallel, several
new large dam projects have been built with such a flood control structure, usually in combination with gates. Today,
more than 25 Piano Key Weirs are in operation or under construction all over the world. More than 15 years of research
and development have enabled detailed investigations of the hydraulic and structural behaviour of the Piano Key Weir
complex structure and have provided more and more accurate design equations. Following the proceedings of the first
two workshops held in Liege (Belgium – 2011) and Paris (France – 2013), Labyrinth and Piano Key Weirs III collects the
contributions presented by people with varied background, from researchers to practitioners, at the 3rd International
Workshop on Labyrinth and Piano Key Weirs - PKW 2017 (22-24 February 2017, Qui Nhon, Vietnam). The papers,
reviewed and accepted by an International Scientific Committee, summarize the current state-of-the-art on Piano Key
Weirs from a theoretical to a practical point of view, and present most of the main projects in operation or under
construction. Labyrinth and Piano Key Weirs III is thus a reference for students, practitioners and researchers interested
in Dams Engineering.
A guide for learners of English as a second language and an introduction to how parliament works.
This monograph presents an analysis of construction safety problems and on-site safety measures from an economist’s
point of view. The book includes examples from both emerging countries, e.g. China and India, and developed countries,
e.g. Australia and Hong Kong. Moreover, the author covers an analysis on construction safety knowledge sharing by
means of updatable mobile technology such as apps in Androids and iOS platform mobile devices. The target audience
comprises primarily researchers and experts in the field but the book may also be beneficial for graduate students.
Geologists, physicists and ecologists currently promote the idea of a post-Holocene epoch – the Anthropocene. As a
result of constant innovation and modernisation in the fields of engineering, natural science, management studies and
environmental studies there has been a growing awareness of the intrinsic interaction between humankind and the
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environment. Humankind has become part of the environmental dynamics, to the extent that they are literally able to
change ecosystems. Nowhere is the impact more evident than in the anthropogenic engagement with the hydrosphere –
from the smallest pool of water to the earth’s atmosphere. Comprehensive infrastructure development in water and
sanitation, the growing trend to seek additional resources in the form of groundwater, desalinated seawater, and recycled
wastewater, as well as special attention being given to capturing and preserving rainwater, bear evidence of a timely
response to climate change, population growth and rapid development in many water-stressed regions of the world. The
purpose of the book is to provide a historical overview of the manner in which South Africa’s water resources have been
governed from a time when the Union of South Africa was formed, in 1910, up to 2008, a time of a growing global
awareness of the potential impact that climate change may have on water resources in a key region of southern Africa,
notable for increasing levels of aridity and more erratic rainfall patterns. This focus on the history of water affairs in South
Africa makes it possible for scholars to comprehend the contemporary transitions made in the country’s water
governance system since the establishment in 2014 of the Department of Water and Sanitation. The focus is on the
Water–Energy–Food nexus, a strategy which holistically contemplates the governance and use of water from the
perspective of the interconnection between water, energy and food as resources.
'... [a] good, old-fashioned gossip with completely fascinating friends -- and I mean that as a compliment.' - The Court
Jeweller '[A] book to be savored; a marvelous work of evocation, narrative and research! Witty, pungent, irreverent and
totally absorbing.' -The Esoteric Curiosa 'If there is a moral from this entertaining book, it is simply don't get married. Just
take a cheque.' - We Are Cult 'Oh dear, ' said Evelyn Waugh of his society friends, 'these great ladies.' In this book of pen
portraits the reader is introduced to obscure ladies who were society stars in their day. From the Churchills to the
Mitfords, British and European Royals, to international playboys and film stars, these ladies knew everyone. And
everyone knew them, for better or worse. Margaret, Duchess of Argyll: Famous for her naughty polaroids, and whose
divorce from her Duke saw 88 men named as her lovers. Mariga Guinness: A bewitching German princess with a
harrowing childhood, who fought to preserve Irish buildings and became an icon in the process. Sylvia Ashley: A girl from
the wrong side of the tracks who married two lords, two Hollywood stars, and a Russian prince. Joan Wyndham: A
bohemian aristocrat who shunned a debutante existence to live a life of debauchery in Chelsea. Enid Lindeman: An
Australian wine heiress who married four rich and titled men, and buried them all. Venetia Montagu: A society girl who
moved at the centre of H.H. Asquith's wartime government. Irene Curzon: A 'poor little rich girl' who dared to break the
rules. Jean Massereene: A dazzling viscountess whose association with Sir Edward Carson almost ruined her reputation.
A true eccentric, fashion icon, and champion of the spiritualist movement.
Who ever heard of a shoeshine girl? The last thing Sarah Ida wants to do is spend the summer with her Aunt Claudia.
But when her parents send her away because of problems at home, that is exactly what she has to do. With no
allowance and no fun to be had, Sarah Ida decides to look for a job. But who will hire a ten year old? Al, the shoeshine
man, will! Sarah loves her job, even if it means getting knee-deep in shoe polish everyday. Then something terrible
happens and it looks like the shoeshine stand will have to close forever. If Sarah Ida wants to keep it open, she'll have to
learn a few lessons about growing up along the way ...
Celebrating 50 years of the CFC Group
Practical suggestions to prepare over a dozen literacy work stations that link to instruction and make preparation and
management easy for teachers.
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created from careful scans of the original. This
allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original versions are
generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to make
these classics available again for future generations to enjoy!
An Ennie- and Golden Geek-award-winning supplement for Trail of Cthulhu.These cycles of experience, of course, all
stem from that worm-riddled book. I remember when I found it in a dimly lighted place near the black, oily river where the
mists always swirl. The Book. Forbidden Tomes. Bookhounds of London is a brand new campaign setting for Trail of
Cthulhu, packed with period detail, where the Investigators seek out books about horror and strangeness and become,
seemingly inevitably, drawn into the horror themselves. It provides in-depth material on London in the 1930s, carefully
slanted towards Mythos investigators.An Ancient City. Bookhounds London is a city of cinemas, electric lights, global
power and the height of fashion. Its about the horrors the cancers that lurk in the capital, in the very beating heart of
human civilization. A Templar altar might well crouch, mostly forgotten, in the dreary Hackney Marshes, but altars to false
gods tower over the metaphorical swamps of Fleet Street and Whitehall. And as for lost, prehuman ruins whos to say
what lies under London, if you dig deep enough? Terrible Choices.The PCs arent stalwart G-men or tweedy scholars
exploring forbidden frontiers. Instead, they acquire maps (and maybe guidebooks) to those forbidden frontiers from fusty
libraries and prestigious auction houses. They are Book-Hounds, looking for profit in mouldy vellum and leather bindings,
balancing their own books by finding first editions for Satanists and would-be sorcerers. They may not quite know what
they traffic in, or they may know rather better than their clientele, but needs must when the bills come in. This volume
includes:32 authentic full-colour maps with unique new street index of London in the 1930s, and plans of major buildings.
A Mythos take on London in the 1930s, packed with contacts, locations and rumours. New abilities such as Document
Analysis, Auction and Forgery, as well as new oc
The life of Lady Desborough - beautiful heiress, aristocratic hostess, unfaithful wife, tragic mother, Edwardian icon. Born
in 1867 and orphaned at three, Ettie Fane was brought up by a beloved grandmother and then two adoring, almost
incestuous, bachelor uncles. At twenty she married Willy Grenfell, later Lord Desborough. Beautiful, rich, charming and
clever, Ettie soon became a leading hostess at the two magnificent country houses she had inherited. Leading politicians,
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writers and artists were very much part of her circle. But there was a dark side too, as this book will reveal. Ettie could be
manipulative and cruel. Her eldest son Julian, after a nervous breakdown at Oxford, rejected her world and values.
Nemesis and tragedy were not far away. In 1915 Julian died of war wounds. Six weeks later her second son Billy was
killed in action. Her youngest son Ivo would be killed shortly after the war. But despite intense private misery, she reacted
with outward courage and self-mastery. Grief revealed the greatness of her spirit. In the 1920s and 1930s she continued
to collect new types, especially gifted young men, relishing people of all ages up to her death in 1952, a redoutable
survivor from a vanished age.
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER Winner of the 2018 JW Dafoe Book Prize Longlisted for British Columbia's National Award
for Canadian Non-Fiction 2018 Runner-up for the 2018 Templer Medal Book Prize Finalist for the 2018 Ottawa Book
Awards A bold new telling of the defining battle of the Great War, and how it came to signify and solidify Canada’s
national identity Why does Vimy matter? How did a four-day battle at the midpoint of the Great War, a clash that had little
strategic impact on the larger Allied war effort, become elevated to a national symbol of Canadian identity? Tim Cook,
Canada’s foremost military historian and a Charles Taylor Prize winner, examines the Battle of Vimy Ridge and the way
the memory of it has evolved over 100 years. The operation that began April 9, 1917, was the first time the four divisions
of the Canadian Corps fought together. More than 10,000 Canadian soldiers were killed or injured over four days—twice
the casualty rate of the Dieppe Raid in August 1942. The Corps’ victory solidified its reputation among allies and
opponents as an elite fighting force. In the wars’ aftermath, Vimy was chosen as the site for the country’s strikingly
beautiful monument to mark Canadian sacrifice and service. Over time, the legend of Vimy took on new meaning, with
some calling it the “birth of the nation.” The remarkable story of Vimy is a layered skein of facts, myths, wishful thinking,
and conflicting narratives. Award-winning writer Tim Cook explores why the battle continues to resonate with Canadians
a century later. He has uncovered fresh material and photographs from official archives and private collections across
Canada and from around the world. On the 100th anniversary of the event, and as Canada celebrates 150 years as a
country, Vimy is a fitting tribute to those who fought the country’s defining battle. It is also a stirring account of Canadian
identity and memory, told by a masterful storyteller.
Labyrinth spillways are almost as old as dam engineering. In spite of the fact that they appear as a very good technicaleconomical compromise, only 0.1% of large dams are equipped with such weirs. The main reason for this is that
traditional labyrinth weirs usually cannot be installed on top of concrete gravity dams as they require a large foundat
Provides authoritative guidelines for the establishment or improvement of national programmes for poison control.
Addressed to policy-makers and the administrators of specialized facilities, the book responds to the need for
comprehensive advice on the most rationale and effective ways to manage the greatly increased number of poisoned
patients seen throughout the world. Strategies for the prevention of poisoning are also described. The guidelines draw on
the practical experiences of numerous well-established poison centres in different parts of the world. Although
recommended lines of action have universal relevance, the book gives particular attention to the situation in developing
countries, where a basic infrastructure for the care of poisoned patients is often absent and special problems arise from
the lack of adequate communications, transportation, drugs, and support services. Throughout, emphasis is placed on
the role and functions of a poison information centre as a crucial component of any national programme for poison
control. The book has nine chapters presented in two parts. Part one provides an overview of the policy issues
surrounding decisions to introduce measures, including specialized facilities, for the prevention and management of
poisoning. Arguing that a poison information centre should be available in every country, part one also describes the
benefits of such centres, outlines their principal functions, and suggests various options for their logical and cost-effective
operation. Against this background, part two provides detailed technical advice on how to organize and operate the
various facilities and services that make up a comprehensive system for poison control. Separate chapters describe the
functions and requirements of information services, clinical services, and analytical toxicological and other laboratory
services, and discuss the importance of toxicovigilance as a strategy for prevention. Subsequent chapters explain how to
deal with major emergencies involving toxic chemicals, and outline solutions to the problem, encountered in most
developing countries, of obtaining essential antidotes. Part two concludes with advice on the design and content of forms
for collecting, storing, and reporting data, followed by a detailed list of the main literature required in a poisons
information centre. Additional practical information is provided in a series of annexes, which describe a computer
software system for the management of poisons data, reproduce several model record and reporting forms, and classify
a large number of antidotes and related agents according to their proven effectiveness and urgency of availability. ..". For
those involved in improving safety, this book is a bible... It is very difficult to be critical of this outstanding work ... an
essential reference for all those involved in the use and handling of chemicals. For regulators and those concerned with
government policy issues, it should be compulsory reading..." - Chemistry and Industry
Taren dives overboard and is saved by a pirate captain—his people are Ea, shape-shifting merfolk... and Taren is one of
them too.
The forgotten story of the Cook family, Crawley and the Great War.
Sustainability has a major part to play in the global challenge of continued development of regions, countries, and
continents all around the World and biological nitrogen fixation has a key role in this process. This volume begins with
chapters specifically addressing crops of major global importance, such as soybeans, rice, and sugar cane. It continues
with a second important focus, agroforestry, and describes the use and promise of both legume trees with their rhizobial
symbionts and other nitrogen-fixing trees with their actinorhizal colonization. An over-arching theme of all chapters is the
interaction of the plants and trees with microbes and this theme allows other aspects of soil microbiology, such as
interactions with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi and the impact of soil-stress factors on biological nitrogen fixation, to be
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addressed. Furthermore, a link to basic science occurs through the inclusion of chapters describing the biogeochemically
important nitrogen cycle and its key relationships among nitrogen fixation, nitrification, and denitrification. The volume
then provides an up-to-date view of the production of microbial inocula, especially those for legume crops.
This book is a landmark contribution to the rapidly growing field of wildlife tourism, especially in regard to its underpinning foundations of
science, conservation and policy. Written by a number of environmental and biological scientists it explains the synergy between wildlife and
tourism by drawing on their global experiences.
This comprehensive study of China's Cold War experience reveals the crucial role Beijing played in shaping the orientation of the global Cold
War and the confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union. The success of China's Communist revolution in 1949 set the
stage, Chen says. The Korean War, the Taiwan Strait crises, and the Vietnam War--all of which involved China as a central
actor--represented the only major "hot" conflicts during the Cold War period, making East Asia the main battlefield of the Cold War, while
creating conditions to prevent the two superpowers from engaging in a direct military showdown. Beijing's split with Moscow and
rapprochement with Washington fundamentally transformed the international balance of power, argues Chen, eventually leading to the end of
the Cold War with the collapse of the Soviet Empire and the decline of international communism. Based on sources that include recently
declassified Chinese documents, the book offers pathbreaking insights into the course and outcome of the Cold War.
With over sixty million casualties World War II was the bloodiest conflict in history. In this incisive introduction, Christopher Catherwood
covers all the key battles, while giving the wider story behind them. He also brings a fresh angle to the conflict, emphasising the huge impact
of the preceding Sino-Japanese War on World War II and the relative unimportance of the British campaign in Africa. From the impact of the
Hiroshima bombing to the horrors wreaked by the Red Army and the Nazis, Catherwood makes clear the legacy of the war today. Full of textboxes revealing key details about intelligence, weaponry, and the social milieu of the conflict, there is no better brief introduction.
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